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I. INTRODUCTION
Let V be a bounded domain in the Euclidean space R N with smooth
boundary G. In this work we shall discuss the existence of a nontrivial
solution for the equation
yDu s K x u q g x , u in V and u s 0 on G , 1 .  .  .
p .where K g L V , p ) Nr2, and g : V = R ª R is a Caratheodory func-Â
 .  .tion which has either a linear a s 1 or a sublinear a - 1 growth given
by
a< <g x , s F g s q b x , ;s g R and a.e. x g V , g1 .  .  .
2 .where 0 - a F 1, g is a positive constant, and 0 F b g L V .
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<  . 4 < <  .It is well known that if x g V; K x ) 0 ) 0 and x g V; K x -
4 <  .0 ) 0 then, the weighted eigenvalue problem yDu s lK x u in V and
 .  .u s 0 on G, has a double sequence of eigenvalues 0 - m K - m K -1 2
 .  .  .  .m K - ??? with m K ª ` as n ª ` and 0 ) m K ) m K )3 n y1 y2
 .  . < <m K ) ??? with m K ª y` as n ª `, where B denotes they3 yn
w xLabesgue measure of the set B. See, for example, 11, Proposition 1.10 for
 .this remark and the definition of m K . In this note we are going tol
 .assume that K is positive a.e. in V, so that we have m K just for positivel
values of l. Hence let us denote by c , c , c , . . . , c , . . . an orthonormal1 2 3 j
1 .set in X s H V of eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenvalues0
 .  .  .  .m K , m K , m K , . . . , m K , . . . . We will make use of this set to1 2 3 j
 .decompose the space X in a convenient form. We recall that m K is1
simple and c can be chosen strictly positive in V.1
 .The case K x s l a.e. x g V, where l is an eigenvalue of thel l
eigenvalue problem yDm s lu in V and u s 0 on G, was considered by
w xseveral people. We would like to mention Landesman and Lazer 17 ,
w x w x w xAhmad, Lazer, and Paul 1 , Rabinowitz 18 , Thews 24 , Bartolo, Benci,
w x w x w x w xand Fortunato 5 , Ward 25 , Arcoya and Costa 4 , Costa and Silva 10 ,
w xand GoncËalves and Miyagaki 16 . In all of the papers mentioned above the
<  . <  .nonlinearity g was bounded, which means that, g x, s F C x for all
` .s g R and a.e. x g V with the function C g L V , that is, a s 0. Fur-
w x  . u  .thermore, in 1 the primitive of function g, i.e., G x, u s H g x, s ds,0
satisfies
lim G x , u0 x dx s "` , . .H
0 05 5 Vu ª` , u gX0
5 5 2 <  . < 2where X is the l -eigenspace associated to l and f s H =f x dx,0 l l
f g X.
 .An interesting treatment with a - 1r2 and m K s 1 for some l sl
w x w x1, 2, 3 . . . was done by Costa 9 , see also 14 , where he proved results of
 .existence of a solution considering g1 and
1
0lim G x , u x dx s "` , . .H2 a0 0 05 5 Vu ª` , u gX u0
 . w xwhere X is the m K -eigenspace. The case a - 1 was considered in 20 ,0 l
w xwhere the result of 9 was generalized. The related results with a - 1 can
w xbe seen in 21, 22, 23 .
In this work, in addition to a nontrivial solution, we improve or comple-
w xment results given by Costa 9 in the sense of permitting that the limits
above can be finite. We also may treat the case a s 1.
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 .In the case a - 1 sublinear problems or when the primitive G has a
subquadratic growth condition but in a situation slightly different from
. w xthe results above we refer in particular to 4, 6, 8, 12, 13, 15 and the
references therein.
Observe that the problem for a s 1 seems to be a resonant problem;
however, we were able to avoid this problem, for instance, assuming g to
be sufficiently small.
In this note we shall assume that the functions g and K satisfy
m K s 1 for some l s 1, 2, 3, . . . g2 .  .l
and
2 < <1ya1 3g V
0i lim inf G x , u x dx ) , a - 1 or .  . .H2 a 1qa0 0 0 2dl5 5 Vu ª` , u gX 1u0
21 3g d
0ii lim inf G x , u x dx ) , a s 1, .  . .H2 20 0 05 5 V 2 dl y gu ª` , u gX  .u0 1
g3 .
 .   .where X is the m K -eigenspace and 2d s min 1 y 1rm K ,0 l lq1
 . 4  .1rm K y 1 ) 0 for l ) 1 and 2d s 1 y 1rm K if l s 1.ly1 2
 .  .Since the problem yDu s K x u q f x in V and u s 0 on G has a
H  4solution iff f g X s f g X ; H ff s 0, ;f g X , certainly we must im-0 0
 .pose some additional assumption like g3 to obtain the existence of
 .solutions for problem 1 .
Our main result is the following.
 .  .  . .  . .THEOREM 1. Under conditions g1 , g2 , and g3 i or g3 ii with
 .dl ) g , Eq. 1 has a solution.1
 .By Theorem 1 we have a solution; however, unless g x, 0 / 0, a.e.
x g V, this solution may be the null function. To guarantee existence of a
nontrivial solution we will need more conditions on g, which are:
i g x , 0 s 0 a.e. x g V .  .
ii m K s 1 and .  .1
riii there exist a g L V , r ) Nr2, a - 0, a.e. x g V such .  . g4 .0 0
2G x , s .
that lim sup F a x , uniformly in x g V . .02s< <s ª0
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Now we can establish
 . r .THEOREM 2. Under conditions of Theorem 1 and g4 , and b g L V ,
 .r ) Nr2, problem 1 has a nontri¨ ial solution.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND NOTATIONS
Since we are going to apply the variational characterization of the
1 .eigenvalues, we shall decompose the space X s H V into X s X [0 y
 .X [ X , where X is the subspace spanned by the m K -eigenfunctions,0 q y j
  4 .with j - l for fixed l s 1, 2, 3, . . . and X s 0 if l s 1 , X they 0
 .eigenspace generated by the m K -eigenfunctions, and X the orthogo-l q
1 .nal complement of X [ X in H V .0 y 0
 .Suppose m K s 1 for some l s 1, 2, 3, . . . . Using the results given inl
w x11 , we see that
1 2 22< < 5 5i =u y K x u dx G d u , ;u g X , .  .H q2
1 2 22< < 5 5 A .ii =u y K x u dx F yd u , ;u g X , and .  .H y2
1 2 2< <iii =u y K x u dx s 0, ;u g X , .  .H 02
where d was defined above.
The idea to establish results for the existence of a solution and existence
 .of a nontrivial solution of problem 1 is to use the Saddle Point Theorem
w xof P. Rabinowitz 18 and the Mountain Pass Theorem of Ambrosetti and
w xRabinowitz, 2 , respectively. For this purpose we shall consider the func-
tional I: X ª R defined by
1 2 2< <I u s =u y K x u dx y G x , u dx , .  .  .H H2
 .where hereafter the integrals are over V and, as usual, G x, s s
s  .H g x, t dt.0
 . 1 .A solution of problem 1 is a function u g X s H V such that0
=u ? =w dx s K x uw dx y g x , u w dx , ;w g X . .  .H H H
1  .It is well known that I g C and u is a solution of problem 1 iff
 .I9 u s 0.
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The proof of Theorem 1 depends on the two Propositions below. First
we will prove these propositions, and then Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.
 .In the proof of Proposition 1 below we only need the condition g3 in a
less restrictive form, that is:
2 < <1ya1 g V
0i lim inf G x , u x dx ) , a - 1 or .  . .H2 a 1qa0 0 0 4dl5 5 Vu ª` , u gX 1u0
21 g
0ii lim inf G x , u x dx ) , a s 1. .  . .H20 0 0 4l dl y g .5 5 Vu ª` , u gX 1 1u0
g39 .
 .  .PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that the function g satisfies g1 , g2 , and
 . .  . .g39 i or g39 ii with dl ) g . Then the functional I has the following1
properties:
 .  . 5 5a I u ª q` as u ª `, u g X , andq
 .  . 5 5b I u ª y` as u ª `, u g X [ X .0 y
 .  . .Proof The Case a - 1 . Let u g X . Then, by A iq
1 2 2< <I u s =u y K x u dx y G x , u dx .  .  .H H2
5 5 2G d u y G x , u dx. .H
However, by the Mean-Value Theorem, we get for a.e. x g V an s s
 . w x  . w  .  .xs x g 0, 1 such that H G x, u dx s H G x, u y G x, 0 dx s
 .  .H g x, su u dx. Hence, using g1 and Holder's inequality we have
1qa5 5 5 5G x , u dx F c u q c u , .H
where from now on c is a positive constant which does not depend on u.
Therefore
5 5 2 5 5 aq1 5 5I u G d u y c u y c u . .
 .Since a - 1, we conclude that the functional I verifies I u ª ` as
5 5u ª `, u g X .q
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Now let u g X [ X and write u s u0 q uyg X [ X . Hence, if we0 y 0 y
put
1 2 2 0< <I u s =u y K x u dx y G x , u y G x , u dx .  .  .  .H H2
y G x , u0 dx , .H
 . .we obtain from A ii
5 y5 2 0 y y 0I u F yd u y g x , u q su u dx y G x , u dx , .  .  .H H
 .where s is as before, Furthermore, by g1 and Poincare's Inequality weÂ
get
20 y y< <g x , u q su u dx F u u dx .H H
g 2 2 a aq10 y y< < 5 5 5 5q u dx q c u q c uH4u
2 < <1yau g V2 2 ay 05 5 5 5F u q u
al 4ul1 1
5 y5 aq1 5 y5q c u q c u ,
where u ) 0 will be chosen later. Then
u 2 1qay y y5 5 5 5 5 5I u F y d y u q c u q u .  . /l1
2 < <1yag V 2 a0 05 5q u y G x , u dx. .Ha4ul1
 . .But from the assumption g39 i we see that there exist e ) 0 and R ) 0
such that
2 < <1ya1 g V e
0 0 0G x , u dx G q , ;u g X , u G R . .H 02 a 1qa0 24dl1u
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2 < <1ya aMoreover, if we take 0 - u - dl such that g V r4u l y1 1
2 < <1ya 1qag V r4d l F er4, we obtain1
2 a1ya2 0< <g V u
0y G x , u dx .Ha4ul1
2 < <1ya 2 < <1yag V g V e e2 a 2 a0 0F y y u y u q c
a 1qa /4ul 4 44dl1 1
e 2 a0F y u q c,
4
for all u0 g X . Thus0
u e2 1qa 2 ay y y 05 5 5 5 5 5 5 5I u F y d y u q c u q u y u q c, .  . /l 41
for all u s u0 q uyg X [ X . Since a - 1 and dl ) u we conclude0 y 1
 . 5 5that the functional I satisfies I u ª y` as u ª `, u g X [ X .0 y
The Case a s 1. Let u g X . Thenq
1 2 2< <I u s =u y K x u dx y G x , u dx .  .  .H H2
5 5 2G d u y G x , u dx. .H
 .By the Mean-Value Theorem, we can also pick up an s s s x as before
 . w  .  .x  .such that H G x, u dx s H G x, u y G x, 0 dx s H g x, su u dx. Using
 .g1 and Poincare's inequality again we haveÂ
g 25 5 5 5G x , u dx F u q c u . .H
l1
Therefore,
g 25 5 5 5I u G d y u y c u . .  /l1
 .It follows from d y grl ) 0 that I u ª ` as u ª `, u g X .1 q
Now let u g X [ X and write u s u0 q uyg X [ X . Hence0 y 0 y
5 y5 2 0 y y 0I u F yd u y g x , u q su u dx y G x , u dx , .  .  .H H
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 .for s as above. By g1 , we obtain
g g 20 y y y 0 y y5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5g x , u q su u dx F u ? u q u q c u . .H
l l1 1
Thus
g g2y 0 y y 05 5 5 5 5 5 5 5I u F y d y u q u ? u q c u y G x , u dx. .  .H /l l1 1
 . .If we look at the assumption g39 ii we see that there exist e ) 0 and
R ) 0 such that
21 g e
0 0 0G x , u dx G q , ;u g X , u G R . .H 020 4l dl y g 2 .1 1u
Therefore
g g2y 0 y5 5 5 5 5 5I u F y d y u y u ? u .  /l l1 1
2g e 20 y5 5 5 5q q u q c u q c, /4l dl y g 2 .1 1
5 0 5for u G R. However, for positive constants A, B, and C and y, x g R,
< < 2 < < < < < < 2A x y B x ? y q C y
2 2< <B y 4 AC y B 2< < < < < < < <s A x y q y ª ` as x q y ª `,2 /2 A 4 A
2  . 5 5iff 4 AC y B ) 0. Consequently I u ª y` as u ª `, u g X [ X .0 y
Remark. It is easy to see, in view of the proof of Proposition 1, that in
 .the case m K s 1, that is, l s 1, we just need that1
lim G x , u0 dx s `. .H
0 05 5u ª` , u gX0
3. THE PALAIS]SMALE CONDITION
Now we are going to prove that the operator I satisfies the Palais]Smale
 .condition, which means that, whenever u ; X is a sequence such thatn
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<  . <  .I u is bounded and I9 u ª 0, as n ª `, then it has a convergentn n
subsequence.
PROPOSITION 2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, the operator I
satisfies the Palais]Smale condition.
Proof. Since the operator I9 is the sum of the identity and a compact
 .operator we just need to prove that for any sequence u ; X such thatn
 .  .I u is bounded and I9 u ª 0, thus it has a bounded subsequence. Forn n
5 5  .this suppose by contradiction that u ª `. The condition I9 u ª 0n n
implies that
 :I9 u ? h s =u , =h y K x u h dx y g x , u h dx .  .  .H Hn n n n
5 5F h , ;h g X , ) .
q  . 0 yfor n sufficiently large. Taking h s u in ) , where u s u q u qn n n n
uqg X [ X [ X , we getn 0 y q
q q q q :I9 u ? u s =u , =u y K x u ? u dx y g x , u u dx .  .  .H Hn n n n n n n n
5 q5F u .n
 . .Hence we obtain from A i
2q q q5 5  :2d u F =u , =u y K x u ? u dx .Hn n n n n
q q5 5F u q g x , u u dx. )) .  .Hn n n
Here we split the proof in two parts:
 .The Case a - 1. Using g1 , Holder's inequality, and Poincare's in-Â
equality, we have
aq q q< < < < 5 5g x , u u dx F g ? u u dx q c u .H Hn n n n n
1r2g 2 aq q5 5 < < 5 5F u ? u dx q c uHn n n 51r2l1
< < 1ya .r2g V
aq q5 5 5 5 5 5F u ? u q c u . 2 .n n n1qa .r2l1
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 .It follows from )) that
< < 1ya .r2 5 5 ag V ? unq5 5u F c q . 3 .n 1qa .r22dl1
 .  .Therefore, substituting 3 in 2 we must agree that
2 < <1yag V a2 aqg x , u u dx F u q c u q c. .H n n n n1qa2dl1
 .Thus, from )) we have
1ya2 < <g V a2 aq q :=u , =u y K x u ? u dx F u q c u q c. .H n n n n n n1qa2dl1
y  .In a similar way, taking h s u in ) , we also haven
a1ya .r2< <g V ? uny5 5u F c q 4 .n 1qa .r22dl1
and
1ya2 < <g V a2 ay y :=u , =u y K x u ? u dx F u q c u q c, .H n n n n n n1qa2dl1
which implies that
2 a1ya2 < <1 g V u2 2 n0 0= u y u y K x u y u dx F . .  .H n n n n 1qa2 2dl1
aq c u q c.n
 .  .Since a - 1 we obtain from 3 and 4 that
0un
lim s 1. 5 .
unª` n
 .  .  .On the other hand, by the Mean-Value Theorem, g1 , 3 , and 4 we get
0 0 y q y qG x , u y G x , u dx s g x , u q s u q u u q u dx .  .  . .  .H Hn n n n n n n
2 < <1yag V a a  .a aq10F u ? u q c un n n1qadl1
aq c u q c.n
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 .In our case, a - 1. Therefore we can take u ) 0 and a constant c u such
that
0G x , u y G x , u dx .  .H n n
2 < <1yag V a a a2 a0F ? u ? u q u u q c u q c u . .n n n n1qadl1
 .But by g2 we can write
1 2 20 0I u s = u y u y K x u y u dx .  . .  .Hn n n n n2
0 0y G x , u y G x , u dx y G x , u dx. .  .  .H Hn n n
Thus
2 1ya< <g V a a2 a 0I u F u q 2 u u .n n n n1qa2dl1
a2 a 0q u u q c u q c u y G x , u dx. .  .Hn n n
 . .From g3 i we can take e ) 0 and R ) 0 such that
2 < <1ya3g V e 2 a0 0y G x , u dx F y q u , .H n n1qa /22dl1
0 5 0 5for all u in X with u G R. Hencen 0 n
a 2 a1ya2 0 0< <g V u un n2 aI u F u 1 q 2 y 3 . an n1qa 2 a2dl u u1 n n
2 a1qa 0 1qae dl u 2u dl1 n 1y q1ya 2 a 1ya2 2< < < <g V g VD un
aq c u q c u , .n
0 5 0 5  .for all u in X with u G R, which implies in view of 5 , thatn 0 n
 . 5 5I u ª y` as u ª ` if we take u ) 0 so small. But this yields an n
 .contradiction because I u is bounded.n
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 .The Case a s 1. Using g1 , Holder's inequality, and then Poincare'sÂ
inequality again, we have
q q q< < < < 5 5g x , u u dx F g ? u u dx q c u .H Hn n n n n
g
q q5 5 5 5 5 5F u ? u q c u .n n nl1
 .So that, by )) , we obtain
5 5g ? unq5 5u F q c. 6 .n 2dl1
Hence
g 2 2qg x , u u dx F u q c u q c. .H n n n n22dl1
 .Therefore, by )) again, we conclude that
2g 2q q=u ? =u y K x u ? u dx F u q c u q c. .H n n n n n n22dl1
y  .In a similar way, taking h s u in ) , we also haven
5 5g ? uny5 5u F q c 7 .n 2dl1
and
2g 2y y=u ? =u y K x u ? u dx F u q c u q c. .H n n n n n n22dl1
Consequently
1 2 20 0= u y u y K x u y u dx . .  .H n n n n2
g 2 2F u q c u q c.n n22dl1
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 .  .From 6 , 7 and passing to a subsequence if necessary, we have
y qu q u gn n ª m F ,
u dln 1
as n ª `, which gives
0 y q y q5 5 5 5 5 5u u y u y u u q u gn n n n n ns G 1 y ª 1 y m G 1 y .
5 5 5 5 5 5u u u dln n n 1
Since g - dl , we can take e 9 ) 0 such that 1 y grdl y e 9 ) 0 and1 1
n g N satisfying1
dl1 0u F u 8 .n ndl y g y e 9dl1 1
 .for all n G n . From now on we are going to suppose that 8 is true for all1
n in N. Thus
1 2 20 0= u y u y K x u y u dx . .  .H n n n n2
2g d 20 0F u q c u q c.n n22 dl y g y e 9 dl .1 1
 .  .  .On the other hand, by the Mean-Value Theorem, g1 , and from 6 , 7 ,
 .and 8 , we obtain
0 0 y q y qG x , u y G x , u dx s g x , u q s u q u u q u dx .  .  . .  .H Hn n n n n n n
g 20 q y q y5 5 5 5 5 5F u ? u q u q u q un n n n nl1
5 0 5q c u q cn
g 2d 1 y e 9 . 20 05 5 5 5F u q c u q c.n n2
dl y g y e 9dl .1 1
Therefore, if we write
1 2 20 0I u s = u y u y K x u y u dx .  . .  .Hn n n n n2
0 0y G x , u y G x , u dx y G x , u dx , .  .  .H Hn n n
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we obtain
2g d 3 y 2e 9 . 20 0 0I u F u q c u q c y G c, u dx. .  .Hn n n n22 dl y g y e 9dl .1 1
 . .From g3 ii we can take R ) 0 and e ) 0 such that
23g d e 20 0y G x , u dx F y q u .H n n2 /22 dl y g .1
0 5 0 5for all u in X with u G R. So thatn 0 n
2 2g d 3 y 2e 9 3g d e . 20 0I u F y y u q c u q c .n n n2 2 22 dl y g y e 9dl 2 dl y g .  .1 1 1
5 5 5 0 5for n big enough. But, if u ª `, then u ª ` as well. Therefore, ifn n
 . 5 5we choose e 9 so small, we see that I u ª y` if u ª `. But this givesn n
once more a contradiction. Therefore the proof is completed.
4. PROOF OF THEOREMS
wProof of Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1 is similar to 9, Theorem
x3 . For the sake of convenience of the reader we give it here.
Since the functional I is weakly lower semicontinuous and by Proposi-
 .  . 5 5tion 1 a , I u ª `, as u ª `, u g X , then m s inf I ) y` isq q Xq
 .attained. Hence, by Proposition 1 b again, for any m in R there exists0
 . 5 5R ) 0 such that I u F m , u G R, u g X [ X . Therefore, by Propo-0 0 y
sition 2 we can apply the Saddle Point Theorem of Rabinowitz to get a
 .solution of Eq. 1 . The proof is then finished.
COROLLARY 1. Under conditions of Theorem 1 also suppose that f g
2 .L V is orthogonal to X . Then the problem0
yDu s K x u q g x , u q f x in V and u s 0 on G , .  .  .
has a solution.
 .  .  .Proof. Just change g x, s in Theorem 1 by g x, s q f x .
Now we are going to prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Here we will suppose that N ) 2. In fact the
situation N - 3 is simpler. First of all we will show that there exist positive
constants b and r such that
5 5 1I u G b , u s r , u g H V . I .  .  .0 1
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 .  .But, for all e ) 0, we obtain, by g1 and g4 , a positive function A ge
r .L V such that
a x q e .0 m2 < <G x , s F s q A x s , ;s g R and a.e. x g V , .  .e2
 .  .where 2 - m and mrr r y 1 F 2 Nr N y 2 . So that
1 12 2< <I u G =u dx y K x q a x u dx .  .  .H H 02 2
e
m 2< <y A x u dx y u dx. .H He 2
Hence, if K q a F 0, a.e. in V, then using Holder's inequality and0
Poincare's inequality we getÂ
1 e 2 m5 5 5 5I u G 1 y u y c u , .
2 l1
5 5 .where c s c A . On the other hand, if K q a ) 0 in V withre 0 0
< <  .  .V ) 0, we obtain from m K s 1 and K q a - K, that m K q a )0 1 0 1 0
 .m K s 1. Consequently1
1 e 1 2 m5 5 5 5I u G 1 y y u y c u . .
2 l m K q a .1 1 0
 .Therefore, if we take e ) 0 small enough, we see that I is satisfied. But1
 . 1 . 5 5from the Proposition 1 b there exists e g H V with e ) r such that0
 .I e - 0. Thus, using the Mountain Pass Theorem of Ambrosetti and
Rabinowitz we have a nontrivial solution. Hence the proof is completed.
 .  .Remarks. The following conditions corresponding to g3 and g4 also
 .give solutions for Eq. 1 :
2 < <1ya1 3g V
0i lim sup G x , u x dx - y , a - 1 or .  . .H2 a 1qa0 2dl0 0 V 15 5 uu ª` , u gX0
21 3g d
0ii lim sup G x , u x dx - y , a s 1 .  . .H2 200 0 V 2 dl y g .5 5 uu ª` , u gX 10
g30 .
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and
i g x , 0 s 0 a.e. x g V .  .
ii m K s 1 and .  .1
riii there exist a g L V , r ) Nr2, a ) 0 a.e. x g V such .  . g49 .0 0
2G x , s .
that lim inf G a x , uniformly in x g V , .02s< <s ª0
  .where we are assuming that, as before, 2d s min 1 y 1rm K ,lq1
 . 4  .1rm K y 1 ) 0 for l ) 1, 2d s 1 y 1rm K is l s 1 and also X isly1 2 0
 .the m K -eigenspace.l
Indeed we can prove:
 .  .  . .  . .THEOREM 19. Under conditions g1 , g2 , and g30 i or g30 ii with
 .dl ) g , Eq. 1 has a solution.1
Moreover, an analogous result to Theorem 2 is:
 .THEOREM 29. In addition the conditions of Theorem 19 also assume g49
r .  .and b g L V , r ) Nr2. Then problem 1 has a nontri¨ ial solution.
The proof of Theorem 19 is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. It is
based on the next two propositions.
 .  .  . .PROPOSITION 19. Suppose that g satisfies g1 , g2 , and g30 i or and
 . .g30 ii with dl ) g . Then the functional I satisfies:1
 .  . 5 5a I u ª ` as u ª `, u g X [ X and0 q
 .  . 5 5b I u ª y` as u ª `, u g X .y
PROPOSITION 29. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 19, the operator I
satisfies the Palais]Smale condition.
 .  4Proof of Theorem 29. Since m K s 1, thus l s 1. Hence X s 0 . So,1 y
 . 5 5by Proposition 19, I u ª ` as u ª `, u g X. We are going to prove
now that I is bounded away from below. Suppose that there is a sequence
 .  . 5 5u in X such that I u ª y` as n ª `. By Proposition 19, u isn n n
5 5 r .bounded, say u F c. Since K belongs to L V with r ) Nr2, we haven
 . <  . <from g1 that I u is also bounded, which is a contradiction. Thereforen
we can define
m s inf I u . .
ugX
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Now we shall prove that m - 0. To see this, first choose e ) 0 such that
2  . 2  .e Hc dx - Ha x c dx. By g49 we can pick up a positive number d1 0 1
satisfying
e a x .02 2 < <yG x , s F s y s , ; s F d and a.e. x g V . .
2 2
< < 5 5Consequently, if t ) 0 and tc F d , we have`1
2t
2 2I tc s y G x , tc dx F ec y a x c dx - 0. .  .  .H H1 1 1 0 12
w xBut then, m - 0 and using 7, Proposition 2 , we have a nontrivial solution.
Hence the proof is complete.
 .EXAMPLE 1. Consider V s 0, p and 0 - a F 1. In this situation
1 .l s 1. Let G: R ª R be a function in C R such that1
g¡ 2 as , s G 1 and
2a~G s s . g 1qays , s F 0. .¢1 q a
 .If we take K x s 1, x g V, the first eigenfunction is given by
 . 5 5’c x s 2rp sen x and c satisfies c s 1. Hence .1 1 1
p p1 g g c
2 alim inf G tc dx s c x dx s , .  .H H1 12 a 2a 2a< <t ª` 0 0tc1
where c ) 0 is a constant. When a - 1, the inequality cgr2a )
2 < <1ya 1qa3g V r2dl is true for small enough g ) 0. For a s 1 we have the1
2  .2  .inequality cgr2a ) 3g dr2 dl y g if c d y g ) 3gd . Consequently,1
 .if we choose a positive g sufficiently small we can get a solution of Eq. 1
 .  .  .for g s s G9 s and K x s 1 a.e. x g V.
Observe that the function g above has growth exactly a and results
w xgiven by Costa 9 are not true for this example. In fact, our paper
w x w ximproves results in 9 . Moreover, if we take a s 1r2, Theorem A in 20
cannot be applied.
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